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Consent and the Siting of a Nuclear Waste Storage Facility
By Mr John Podgorelec*, Dr Alex Wawryk and Dr Peter Burdon†

The Nuclear Fuel Cycle Royal Commission (RC) was established by the South Australian
Government on 19 March 2015 to undertake “an independent and comprehensive
invesQgaQon into the potenQal for increasing South Australia’s parQcipaQon in the nuclear
fuel cycle.” As is widely known, nuclear and radioacQve wastes present risks to the
community and the environment that need to be managed in order to protect health and
safety.1 FaciliQes for the storage of intermediate level and high level waste are thus
ordinarily located away from populaQon centres. 2 In South Australia, the site(s) most likely to
be proposed for such a facility would be in remote regional areas, where the people most
likely to be aﬀected by adverse incidents, and thus who bear a higher degree of risk, are
naQve Qtleholders. While outback sites have been described as “benign and sparsely
populated geology”,3 an accident could have such catastrophic eﬀects on the health and
culture of naQve Qtleholders that their conQnued existence could be threatened.
Thus, it was acknowledged by the RC Issues Paper No. 4, that the process for selecQng a site
requires consultaQon and negoQaQon with landholders and holders of naQve Qtle rights.4
The Royal Commission received submissions from a number of Aboriginal representaQve
bodies, as well as the authors of this arQcle through the Public Law and Policy Research Unit
of the Law School of the University of Adelaide (‘PLPRU Submission’) in relaQon to the
following quesQon: What are the processes that would need to be undertaken to build
conﬁdence in the community generally, or speciﬁc communiQes, in the design,
establishment and operaQon of such faciliQes?
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Since the release of the Royal Commission’s TentaQve Findings on 15 February 2016, most
media ajenQon has focused on the ﬁndings in relaQon to the substanQal esQmated
economic beneﬁts of establishing a radioacQve waste facility, but the ﬁndings regarding the
requirement for free, prior and informed consent have received very lijle public ajenQon.
Site selec5on and free, prior and informed consent
Wrestling with the diﬃculty of site selecQon of nuclear waste faciliQes is not an uncommon
problem.5 Learning from past failures and for consideraQons of equity, the environment,
safety and security, a common theme for the need of a “voluntary” or “consent”-based
approach to siQng has emerged in the internaQonal community. 6 The processes regarding
consultaQon over a facility to store toxic waste must be done in accordance with exisQng and
developing internaQonal legal norms, and Australia’s internaQonal legal obligaQons. These
suggest that in regard to the disposal of hazardous wastes, free, prior and informed consent
is required, as arQculated by the UK Commijee on RadioacQve Waste Management in 2006:
“it is generally considered that a voluntary process is essenQal to ensure equity, eﬃciency
and the likelihood of successfully compleQng the process. There is a growing recogniQon
that it is not ethically acceptable for a society to impose a radioacQve waste facility on an
unwilling community.”7
Consistent with this theme of volunteerism and consent has been the development of the
right to free, prior, and informed consent (FPIC) in relaQon to development projects and
resource extracQon within the territory of indigenous peoples within internaQonal law.8 FPIC
is more than consultaQon.9 Its basic principles are to “ensure that indigenous peoples are
not coerced or inQmidated, that their consent is sought and freely given prior to the
authorisaQon or start of any acQviQes, that they have full informaQon about the scope and
impacts of any proposed developments, and that ulQmately their choices to give or withhold
consent are respected.10
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Unfortunately, Australia does not have a good track record in adopQng a consensual process
of site selecQon for potenQal nuclear waste storage faciliQes, or ensuring community
consultaQon and support.11 The PLPRU Submission to the Royal Commission argued that
free prior and informed consent, obtained through proper consultaQon procedures, is
essenQal to ensure that the decision to build a nuclear waste storage facility in a regional
area of South Australia has not been imposed upon naQve Qtle holders. As is recognised by
the internaQonal community, this would be unethical.
Tenta5ve Findings of the Royal Commission
It appears the Commission has embraced the internaQonal standard of FPIC by substanQally
reproducing the FPIC principles set out in mulQple United NaQons advisory papers.12 It is
intended that these principles will be used to guide the government in its quest to obtain
community consent to build a nuclear waste storage facility.
One of the Key TentaQve Findings explicitly stated at the outset of its Findings in relaQon to
‘Social and Community Consent’, is that “both social and community consent must be
obtained for any new nuclear acQvity to commence in South Australia” (emphasis added).13
The Commission deﬁnes social consent to mean “obtaining broad public support culminaQng
in legislaQve endorsement of an acQvity by the relevant parliament”, whereas community
consent means “informed agreement from an aﬀected community”, although “unanimity is
not required”.14 These statements give the clear impression that a lack of consent should
equate to a veto over the project proceeding in a community. If so, it is an unambiguous
recogniQon of the need to obtain full and prior consent to the construcQon of a facility to
dispose of hazardous wastes, and is not merely a right for communiQes to be consulted.
While the principle sounds uncontroversial, it becomes far more challenging to observe if
some communiQes (however they are deﬁned) consent to the establishment of a radioacQve
waste storage facility and others do not. If community consent “does not require unanimity”,
this begs the quesQon: what level of disagreement is acceptable for a hazardous waste
facility to proceed? It doesn’t take much imaginaQon to perceive the potenQal for conﬂict
and division that arises when a project promises large economic and ﬁnancial beneﬁts to the
state, but where the risks are spread unevenly. Those members of the populaQon who live
far from the potenQal storage sites, and who perceive there are negligible risks either to the
state at large or to themselves personally, or an acceptable level of risk given the ﬁnancial
beneﬁts, may gladly give their consent. However, a regional town, or an indigenous
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community, who are closer physically and in terms of religious and cultural Qes to the land,
and who will bear the potenQal risks, may not consent. 15
This is a possible if not likely scenario, given that many Aboriginal representaQve bodies have
already communicated to the Commission “their unwillingness to contemplate any further
nuclear acQviQes”, given the “general cynicism” within the Indigenous community, as to “the
government’s moQves and its capability to deliver on commitments”, based on past
experience. 16 Given its terms of reference require it to focus only on the procedures most
likely to gain support for a nuclear waste storage facility, the Commission makes no ﬁndings
as to what happens if consent is not obtained. At most, the Commission ﬁnds that if the
‘established and sophisQcated frameworks through which Aboriginal communiQes in South
Australia should be approached,’ are followed, it will give the government the best chance of
obtaining consent. It also sets out standards and principles for consultaQon that will ensure
consent, if obtained, is ‘free, prior and informed’; states that ‘to the extent that any project
would be proposed on land in which there are Aboriginal rights and interests, including
naQve Qtle rights and interests, they must be respected’; and acknowledges that it is
‘essenQal to engage early’ to build ‘a meaningful relaQonship that may facilitate community
consent for a project.’17
These ﬁndings don’t really tell us much when it comes to the diﬃcult end of consent, and in
fact, seem to add an element of ambiguity. This is because current Australian law regarding
‘naQve Qtle rights and interests’ – the ‘established legal frameworks’ to which the
Commission refers - do not give indigenous peoples a right of veto regarding ‘future acts’ on
naQve Qtle land. It is not clear whether, at the end of the day, the Royal Commission is
suggesQng only that exisQng legal frameworks regarding only procedural rights must be
followed and respected. Does the Commission imply that if consent is withheld by a
parQcular Indigenous community, the NaQve Title Tribunal be called upon to arbitrate and
determine the majer, in which case a nuclear waste facility may proceed? If so, not only is
this is a long way from the requirement that actual consent be obtained but arguably it
applies the ‘established legal framework’ to circumstances it was not designed to consider.
AlternaQvely, is the reference to respecQng ‘rights and interests’ to be read in the context of
its iniQal statement that social and community consent must be obtained, implying that
indigenous peoples should have a right of veto awer full consultaQons have been held? If so,
this clearly goes beyond exisQng Australian law regarding rights to refuse consent to
development projects. But surely the Commission’s ﬁndings must be read in conjuncQon
with its iniQal recommendaQon that social and community consent must be obtained, i.e.
that there should be a right of veto, otherwise there is a contradicQon between the
treatment of non-indigenous communiQes and other communiQes.
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Conclusion
The ongoing discourse in the nuclear storage facility discussions conQnues to present a view
of the north of South Australia comprising vast swathes of ‘empty land’, consistently failing
to acknowledge the religious, spiritual and cultural tradiQons of indigenous communiQes and
their enduring connecQons to the land, as well as the value of the arid environment. While
proponents and elements of the media focus on the esQmated economic beneﬁts of
establishing a facility on ‘geologically benign and sparsely populated land’, our Indigenous
and other regional communiQes are those that must bear the risks, with those that choose
not to do so too owen represented as obstacles to ‘progress’ and the restoraQon of SA’s real
or perceived economic misfortunes.
Given many Indigenous communiQes have already expressed opposiQon to a storage facility,
potenQal conﬂict lies ahead. While the ﬁnding that free, prior and informed consent must be
obtained is welcome, the quesQon remains as to whether this will be followed by the
exisQng, or future, governments. Although intended to guide government, the TentaQve
Findings arguably provide no strong assurance to communiQes. For example, they fall well
short of making a ﬁnding that speciﬁc legislaQon be passed, or the NaQve Title Act be
amended, to provide a right of veto over nuclear acQviQes, including the storage of toxic
wastes.
As referenced in the PLPRU Submission, proceeding with hazardous waste disposal projects
without actual consent is not without substanQal risk. A case in point is the failed program to
develop a nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain in Nevada, USA. Awer an investment
of over 20 years and billions of dollars in resources the fact that this project remains
suspended speaks volumes about the diﬃculty of siQng a facility over the objecQons of the
host community. Also highlighted in the PLPRU submission is that a lack of consent is (a)
inconsistent with lending policies of a growing number of internaQonal ﬁnancial insQtuQons
and (b) may expose the government to mulQple legal challenges and consequenQal lengthy
project delays.
In the Commission’s own words, the siQng process must be transparent (and by inference
fair). Crucial then to the Commission’s ﬁnal report is to make an unambiguous statement as
to where Indigenous communiQes stand in the event that the only suitable land to site a
nuclear waste facility falls within an Indigenous community and consent is withheld. How
will the Commission recommend such a deadlock be broken? Is it by mothballing the project
unQl actual consent is granted, or will it recommend the government force the majer to the
courts? If it is the lajer, then regardless of the government’s best intenQons by applying the
internaQonal standard of FPIC, the Commission’s ﬁrst sentence in respect of consent should
read “community consent must be obtained - unless it is an Indigenous community”.
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